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Key Points:8

• We use a kinetic model of expanding solar wind accounting for Coulomb col-9

lisions. This model produces a slow, supersonic solar wind proton population10

accelerated only through the ambipolar electric field, which arises due to the11

difference of mass between electron and proton.12

• The self-consistently calculated ambipolar electric field in the model is on the13

order of Dreicer electric field.14

• We present the radial evolution of the strahl electron component under the15

influence of Coulomb collisions.16
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Abstract17

The solar wind protons are accelerated to supersonic velocities within the dis-18

tance of 10 solar radii from the Sun, as a consequence of a complex physical mechanism19

including particle kinetic effects as well as the field-particle energy and momentum ex-20

change. We use a numerical kinetic model of the solar wind, accounting for Coulomb21

collisions (BiCoP), and model a solar wind accelerated only by the ambipolar electro-22

static filed (E) arising due to the difference in mass between electron and proton, and23

assuring quasi-neutrality and zero current. We study the effect E, which was found24

to be on the order of Dreicer electric field (ED) (Dreicer, 1959), has on the resulting25

electron velocity distribution functions (VDF). The strahl electron radial evolution is26

represented by means of its pitch-angle width (PAW), and the strahl parallel tempera-27

ture (Ts,‖). A continuous transition between collisional and weakly collisional regime28

results in broader PAW, compared to the single-exobase prediction imposed by the29

exospheric models. Collisions were found to scatter strahl electrons below 250 eV,30

which in turn has an effect on the measured Ts,‖. A slight increase was found in Ts,‖31

with radial distance, and was stronger for the more collisional run. We estimate that32

the coronal electron temperature inferred from the observations of Ts,‖ in the solar33

wind, would be overestimated for between 8 and 15%.34

1 Introduction35

The solar wind is a continuous flux of magnetised plasma which originates in36

the solar corona and permeates the interplanetary space. The first physical model ex-37

plaining its existence was proposed by Parker (1958) in a form of a fluid hydrodynamic38

flow. The mass conservation of solar wind expansion results in a strong radial gradient39

in plasma density, decreasing with radial distance as r−2, and even faster in the solar40

wind acceleration region. The plasma that escapes the hot and dense, collision dom-41

inated solar corona, therefore significantly decreases in density and becomes almost42

collisionless, over a few solar radii (RS). Frequently used measure of collisionality is43

the ratio between the mean-free path of the particles (λ) and the atmospheric density44

scale-height (H), called the Knudsen number (Kn). Values Kn � 1 are typical for45

the solar corona, while Kn > 1 marks the weakly collisional and collisionless regimes,46

where departures from a thermal equilibrium, Maxwellian particle velocity distribu-47

tion function (VDF), are expected. Accordingly with the Parker (1958) model, the48

transition between the two regimes (defined with Kn = 1) lies at the radial distance49

of about 4 RS (Brasseur & Lemaire, 1977).50

Kinetic exospheric solar wind models were developed, with a goal to provide a51

more detailed description of the solar wind expansion physics above the transition point52

(Kn = 1), referred to as the exobase. A common element of all the exospheric solar53

wind models is an explicit existence of the global electrostatic field, resulting from the54

difference in mass between electron and proton. The first proposed kinetic model by55

Chamberlain (1960) assumed that this electrostatic field is the Pannekoek-Rosseland56

electric field, arising in any gravitationally bound plasma in hydrostatic equilibrium57

(Pannekoek, 1922; Rosseland, 1924). As the solar wind is not in such equilibrium, the58

electric field was underestimated, resulting in a subsonic solar wind solution, called59

the solar breeze.60

Due to their smaller mass and consequently larger thermal velocity, the electrons61

evaporate from the solar corona faster than the heavier protons. The arising global62

electric field, also referred to as the ambipolar electrostatic field (E), must thus assure63

the equality of electron and proton fluxes at all radial distances, allowing the Sun to64

remain charge-free. The ambipolar electric field was used in succeeding exospheric65

models (Lemaire & Scherer, 1970, 1971; Jockers, 1970; Maksimovic et al., 1997; Pier-66
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rard et al., 1999; Zouganelis et al., 2004), producing supersonic wind that agrees well67

with the measured solar wind plasma moments.68

Scudder (1996) showed that the value of E in the solar wind critical point, the69

radial distance at which the solar wind protons become supersonic, should be on the70

order of Dreicer electric field (ED) (Dreicer, 1959). The electric fields of that size were71

found to cause the electron runaway in the context of fusion laboratory experiments,72

resulting in large currents (Dreicer, 1960). A theory describing the effect of E on73

the solar wind electron VDF was developed by Scudder (2019b), who proposes that74

the supra-thermal electrons result from the runaway mechanism. No observational75

evidence of E interacting with electron VDF were reported so far.76

The benefit of a kinetic description of the solar wind is that it allows the exis-77

tence of non-thermal VDFs, commonly observed in the solar wind for both protons78

and electrons. Observed solar wind electron VDFs are normally modelled with three79

components: the dense electron core takes up the low electron energies, while the high80

energies are represented by field-aligned beam-like electron strahl and the electron halo81

present in all directions (Feldman et al., 1975; Pilipp et al., 1987; Maksimovic et al.,82

2005; Štverák et al., 2008; Štverák et al., 2009; Tao et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2019b,83

2019a; Macneil et al., 2020). In exospheric models the velocity space at any radial dis-84

tance is separated by the velocity required for an electron to escape from the potential85

well of the ambipolar electric field. Electrons with velocities smaller than the escape86

velocity can belong to either trapped, ballistic or incoming exospheric particle class,87

and are equivalent to the core component. Electrons with velocity high enough to es-88

cape, belong to the escaping class, and correspond to the strahl component (Lemaire89

& Scherer, 1971). The halo component is not present in the exospheric models, and is90

thus believed to be created through the electromagnetic (EM) field-particle interaction91

during the solar wind expansion, or exist already deep in the solar corona (Pierrard et92

al., 1999).93

In the collisionless approximation the anti-sunward moving strahl electrons focus94

around the radially decreasing magnetic field, following the magnetic moment and95

energy conservation. However, the strahl observed in the solar wind was reported to96

broaden with radial distance (Hammond et al., 1996; Graham et al., 2017; Berčič et97

al., 2019), requiring the existence of strahl scattering mechanisms. Coulomb collisions98

were found to be efficient in isotropising the electron core (Salem et al., 2003; Štverák99

et al., 2008), but have a much smaller effect on the higher energy electrons. A study100

of the Coulomb scattering of the strahl electrons using kinetic theory is presented in101

works by Horaites et al. (2018, 2019), who provide an analytical expression relating102

the strahl pitch-angle width (PAW) to the energy and density of solar wind electrons.103

PAW was found to decrease with electron energy, at 1 au affecting electrons below ∼104

300 eV. Proposed scattering mechanisms, effective at higher electron energies, include105

wave-particle interactions (Vocks et al., 2005; Kajdič et al., 2016; Verscharen et al.,106

2019; Jagarlamudi et al., 2020) and scattering by the background turbulence (Pagel107

et al., 2007; Saito & Gary, 2007).108

Collisionless focusing in the absence of any field-particle interactions, does not109

affect the shape of the parallel profile of the strahl VDF (fs,‖). This argument was used110

in the works by Hefti et al. (1999); MacNeil et al. (2017); Berčič et al. (2020), trying111

to relate the temperature of the supra-thermal electron components to the coronal112

electron temperature at their origin. The study by Berčič et al. (2020), including the113

analysis of data from Parker Solar Probe (PSP) and Helios missions, reveals that the114

strahl parallel temperature (Ts‖), defined with a Maxwellian fit to the fs,‖, does not115

vary with radial distance. Together with the found anti-correlation between Ts‖ and116

the solar wind speed, the authors conclude that the strahl does carry the information117

about the state of the electron VDF in the solar corona.118
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The results presented in this work were obtained using a numerical kinetic model119

of the solar wind expansion accounting for Coulomb collisions (Landi & Pantellini,120

2001, 2003; Landi et al., 2010, 2012, 2014). The model does not capture all of the121

solar wind physics, but instead allows a detailed view into a kinetic behaviour of the122

colliding solar wind electrons in the near-Sun regions. In comparison to the existing123

exospheric models, the benefits of the numerical model are:124

• a statistical treatment of binary Coulomb collisions instead of using a Fokker-125

Planck collision operator,126

• a self-consistent calculation of the ambipolar electric field, and127

• a continuous transition between the collisional and collision-less regime (the128

exobase is not defined as a single radial distance and is not required as an input129

parameter).130

The modelled solar wind and its evolution through the acceleration region is131

described with plasma moments in Sec. 3. The analysis of the obtained electron132

VDFs permits an investigation of the effects of the ambipolar electric field on the133

VDFs (Sec. 4), and of the radial evolution of the strahl electron component (Sec. 5).134

2 Numerical model135

We use the fully kinetic model BiCoP (Binary Collisions in Plasmas) to simulate136

the radial expansion of the solar wind. Details of the model are described by Landi137

and Pantellini (2001, 2003), who in the first work present the evolution of solar wind138

moments over the first 0.2 RS above the solar surface. In the second work they extend139

their simulation domain to reach up to 50 RS , however, with decreased proton to140

electron mass ratio. Later works with BiCoP use realistic solar wind characteristics,141

like proton-electron mass ratio and the input plasma moments, and present the radial142

evolution of electron VDF between 0.3 and 3 RS , where the solar wind has already143

reached its terminal velocity and the effect of gravity can be neglected (Landi et al.,144

2012, 2014). They show that the model produces a two-component electron VDF145

function - consisting of the core and the strahl, and the global solar wind moments146

which compare well with the observed values. With the evolution of the code as well147

as computer technology we are now able to conduct the simulations of the solar wind148

acceleration region where the effect of gravity is of great importance (1 RS - 49 RS)149

using real proton to mass ratio and reproducing the plasma moments measured by the150

Parker Solar Probe (Fox et al., 2016).151

A schematics of the simulation setup is shown in Fig. 1. The model is 1-152

dimensional in space and 3-dimensional in velocity space. N macroparticles are in-153

cluded in the simulations representing two species – electrons and protons, defined by154

their opposite signed charge and realistic mass ratio (
mp

me
= 1837). The particles are155

accelerated by the Sun’s gravitational force and the ambipolar electric field force:156

d2r

dt2
= −GMS

r2
+

~L2

m2
i r

3
+

q

mi
E(r), (1)

where r is the radial distance from the Sun, G the gravitational constant, MS157

the mass of the Sun, mi the mass of a particle and E(r) the ambipolar electric field.158

~L is the angular momentum that can be expressed in terms of perpendicular particle159

velocity: ~L = mi~r×~v. In the model we assume a radial magnetic field so that angular160

magnetic conservation is equivalent to the magnetic moment conservation (Landi et161

al., 2012).162

The main parameter defining the behaviour of the system is the ratio between163

the gravitational potential and the electron thermal energy at r0, the distance from164
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Figure 1. A schematics of the BiCoP model. The same amount of electrons (yellow) and

protons (blue) moves in one dimension, which is aligned with the radial direction. The particles’

velocities are defined in 3-dimensional space and represented by arrows in the schematics. We

marked the two simulation boundaries and the directions of two fields acting upon the particles:

the gravitational and the electric field.

the Sun’s centre and the simulation bottom boundary:165

γ =
GMS

r0
· me

2kBTe,bot
, (2)

where Te,bot is the temperature of electrons at the bottom simulation boundary. Grav-166

ity is thus expressed as167

g0 = γ
l

r0
, (3)

with l the length of the simulation domain.168

A benefit of the described kinetic model is a self-consistent calculation of the169

ambipolar electric field. The electric field in the simulation is composed of two contri-170

butions. First is a global electric field, radially decreasing with r2, keeping the balance171

between electron and proton fluxes. Second is the charge-neutralising electric field,172

a local polarisation field resulting from local charge imbalances (Landi & Pantellini,173

2001). This field is obtained by considering each particle as a thin spherical conduct-174

ing shell centred in the Sun, and calculating the local field of a system of conducting175

spherical plates (Landi & Pantellini, 2003).176

Another BiCoP strength is the statistical treatment of binary Coulomb collisions.177

When two particles find themselves on the same position along the dimension of the178

simulation, they can either suffer an elastic collision or pass each other undisturbed.179

The collision probability decreases with v4, as predicted by Coulomb cross-section.180

To save the computational time particles with relative velocity lower than a defined181

velocity limit (vC) will collide every time. Landi and Pantellini (2001) show that this182

computational simplification does not change the Coulomb collisions properties and183

have the same effect on the electron VDF as long as vC is smaller than the thermal184

velocity of the electrons at any radial distance (vC < vth). Even more, we make use185

of this parameter to vary the collisionality of the system.186

The one-dimensional simulation domain is limited by the bottom and the top187

boundary, of which the bottom boundary is located closer to the Sun. The shape188

of the proton and electron VDFs in these two points is defined with the input pa-189

rameters Te,p,bot, Te,top. In the present study all the boundary VDFs are isotropic190
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Table 1. Presented simulation runs and their crucial input parameters.

Parameters Unit A LC MC HC

N 22500 22500 22500 22500
vC vth,0 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2

Te,p,bot 106 K 2 1.4 1.4 1.4
Te,top 106 K 0.82 0.77 0.77 0.77

g0 0.1416 0.0225 0.0225 0.0225
r RS 1 - 46 3 - 49 3 - 49 3 - 49

vbot km/s 0 104 104 104
vtop km/s 218 228 228 228

and Maxwellian-like, which leaves us with the temperature and the bulk velocity as191

the only free parameters. The bottom and top velocities are the same for both species192

(vbot, vtop). We define the temperature of the both species at the bottom (Te,bot, Tp,bot),193

and the temperature of electrons on the top (Te,top), as the protons at the top have194

a supersonic velocity, thus all leaving the simulation domain and being re-injected at195

the bottom. On the contrary, electrons are subsonic, thus a portion of them has to196

be injected back from the top boundary with a probability and velocity which are197

given by the distribution function assumed at the top. The equal flux between the two198

species is assured everywhere in the system only by the self-consistent electric field.199

The kinetic model tends toward a stationary, quasi-neutral solar wind solution only200

if the boundary conditions are also a part of this solution. Therefore the choice of201

Te,top and vtop is not really free, and depends on the Te,bot and Tp,bot, as well as on the202

collisionality of the system. For each of the presented simulation runs, test runs were203

preformed iterating towards good values for the top boundary parameters.204

The particle’s velocity distribution functions are built by binning the spatial205

domain in 40 bins and the velocity space in 80×80 bins in the radial and perpendicular206

direction. Once the stationary state has been reached the position and velocity of the207

particles are regularly sampled to build the velocity distribution function as function208

of the distance. Moments of the distribution function are also directly computed in209

the simulation.210

The presented simulation runs with their key parameters are listed in Tab. 1.211

3 Density, velocity & temperature212

3.1 Method213

3.1.1 Physical unit density214

Fig. 2 shows the radial evolution of density (n), velocity (v), and core electron215

temperature (Te,core) over the simulation domain for the four presented simulation216

runs. The physical units of the parameters in the equation of motion (Eq. 1: r, v,217

T, E) are all determined through the mass, gravity and temperature of the corona.218

Particle density, however, does not affect gravitational and electric fields, but it plays219

an important role for the properties of Coulomb collisions. The physical units for220

density are thus determined using the electron-proton collision frequency (νe,p(r))221

measured in the simulation and comparing it to the Fokker-Planck electron-proton222

transport collision frequency for a plasma with known density (n) and temperature223

(T ):224
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Figure 2. The evolution of electron and proton density (left), velocity (middle), and elec-

tron core parallel and perpendicular temperature (right) for all the presented simulations runs

specified in Tab. 1.

n =
νe,pvth,0

l
· 3ε20m

1/2
e (kBT )3/2

4(2π)1/2e4
1

lnΛ
, (4)

where vth,0 is the electron thermal velocity in the first radial bin and lnΛ is the225

Coulomb logarithm:226

lnΛ = ln
(12π(ε0kBT )3/2

n1/2e3
)
. (5)

Since the unknown density n is required for the calculation of lnΛ, we first obtain227

n′ assuming lnΛ = 24 in Eq. 4, which is close to expected value for resulting plasma228

parameters: lnΛ(T = 172eV, n = 106cm−3) = 24.3, lnΛ(T = 120eV, n = 104cm−3) =229

26.1. The final density n0 is ten obtained by:230

n0 = n′
24

lnΛ(n′)
, (6)

The first radial bin is the densest and most collisional, thus n0 is calculated there,231

and used to normalise the other radial bins accordingly with the number of particles232

they contain.233

Simulation run A, the only presented run starting from r0 = 1RS , exhibits very234

strong gradients in density, velocity and temperature for its first three radial bins235

(< 3RS , see Fig. 2). The Knudsen number, rises from ∼ 10−2 (1st bin) to ∼ 0.5 (3rd236

bin), remaining in the collisional regime. Because the collisionality continues to stay237

high in the 3rd radial bin, the density there can be determined through the comparison238

with the Fokker-Planck collision frequency as well. However, the value obtained this239

way turns out to be an order of magnitude lower than the value calculated through240

normalisation to the first radial bin. This gives us a high uncertainty on the calculated241

physical unit density. The accuracy could be improved by increasing the amount of242

particles used in the simulation, which would substantially increase the computation243

time. Instead, we decided to exclude the high-gradient region just above the solar244

surface and conducted our other presented simulation runs staring from r0 = 3RS .245

This way, the used amount of particles is sufficient to provide a good estimate of the246

physical unit density.247
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Figure 3. An example of a core fit to g(v‖, v⊥), shown with the parallel (left), and the per-

pendicular (right) cut through electron VDF multiplied by v⊥. An example is taken from simula-

tion run MC at the radial distance of 35 RS .

3.1.2 Core electron fit248

Electron VDFs in the simulation are produced for each of the 40 radial bins, on249

a 2-dimensional cartesian grid (80,80) with a maximum velocity of 4vth,0. The output250

function g(v‖, v⊥) is given in a form:251

g(v‖, v⊥) = f(v‖, v⊥) · v⊥, (7)

where f(v‖, v⊥) is the velocity distribution function, and v‖ and v⊥ are the veloci-252

ties parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field (which is in the simulations purely253

radial). The lower energy part of g(v‖, v⊥) is fitted with a bi-Maxwellian distribution254

function multiplied by v⊥ (see Fig. 3):255

gc(v⊥, v‖) = Ac exp
( v2⊥
w2
⊥

+
(v‖ −∆v‖)

2

w2
‖

)
· v⊥, (8)

where ∆v‖ is the drift velocity along the magnetic field, and the core density (nc), and256

the core parallel and perpendicular temperatures can be obtained by:257

nc = Ac · π3/2w2
⊥w‖, (9)

258

Tc⊥,‖ =
mew

2
⊥,‖

2kB
. (10)

3.2 Results259

Simulation run A starts at the solar surface where we set the input proton and260

electron VDFs to be isotropic Maxwellians with a temperature of 2 MK (172 eV)261

and zero bulk velocity (see Tab. 1). The density in the first radial bin reaches 4 ·262

106cm−3 (see Fig. 2). The density and velocity of both species are aligned verifying263

charge neutrality and mass flux conservation. Solar wind protons become supersonic264

at the distance of 4 RS and reach their highest velocity of 206 km/s at 42 RS . As265

mentioned in the previous section, due to high gradients in the first few radial bins we266

have a large uncertainty on the calculated density for the simulation run A. We show267

this run to prove that BiCoP can produce a supersonic wind from a static hot solar268
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Table 2. Electron moments for simulations HC, MC, and LC at 35 RS .

Moments HC MC LC

n (cm−3) 1129 376 76
v (km/s) 211 217 212
Te,core,‖ (eV) 40.7 48.4 47.6
Te,core,⊥ (eV) 39.0 44.6 43.3

corona, and use the obtained temperature and velocity as a guidance for the input269

parameters for the runs HC (high collisionality), MC (medium collisionality) and LC270

(low collisionality) starting from 3 RS . As mentioned above, Te&p,bot and vbot are271

not independent parameters, and a simulation starting with Te&p,bot = 150 eV, and272

vbot = 90 km/s at 3 RS , as follows from the simulation run A, does not result in a273

stationary solution. That is because the bottom boundary proton and electron VDFs274

(at 3 RS) are set to be isotropic Maxwellians, however, in the simulation run A at this275

distance the VDFs are already deformed: protons appear anisotropic and electrons276

start to form a tenuous strahl population. Instead of changing the shape of the VDFs277

at the bottom boundary of the simulations starting at 3 RS we decrease Te&p,bot (to278

120 eV). This way the radial evolution of v is similar for all runs, while there are some279

differences in the radial evolution of T .280

Because the highest gradients are avoided for the runs HC, MC, and HC, the281

used amount of particles (22500 electrons and 22500 protons) provides us with much282

better statistics. We study the effect of Coulomb collisions by varying the system283

collisionality using the input variable vC . Run HC is the most collisional (vC = 0.4),284

which is reflected in higher density and steeper decrease in core electron temperature285

with radial distance (see Fig. 2). The core stays close to isotropic all through the286

simulation domain, while in less collisional runs MC (vC = 0.3) and LC (vC = 0.2),287

the parallel core electron temperature is notably larger than the perpendicular one.288

The collisionality does not appear to have an effect on the final solar wind velocity,289

which is similar for all three runs, ∼ 220 km/s. This result is in contradiction with290

the simulation results shown by Landi and Pantellini (2003), who found that denser291

solar wind is accelerated to higher velocities. The discrepancy between the two results292

could be a consequence of the reduced proton to electron mass ratio, or much smaller293

amount of particles used in the simulation runs from Landi and Pantellini (2003).294

For a quantitative comparison of the obtained electron moments with the Parker295

Solar Probe data we list the simulation values at 35 RS in Tab. 2.296

4 Electric field & electric potential297

4.1 Method298

Another simulation output is the ambipolar electric field (E) at the position of299

every simulation particle. These values are then binned accordingly with the 40 radial300

bins and integrated over radial distance to obtain the electric potential (φ).301

In the exospheric solar wind models, the total electric potential difference between302

any given distance and infinity has an important effect on the electron VDF. At any303

radial distance (r) the antisunward moving electrons with the energy higher than the304

electric potential energy (Eφ(r)) are able to escape and form the strahl population,305

while electrons with energy below Eφ(r) can not escape and form a ballistic, core306

population. The antisunward core electrons are trapped in a potential well: they307
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Figure 4. Parallel and perpendicular cuts through electron VDF, in the last radial bin of the

simulation run MC, at a distance of 48 RS , plotted in the Sun’s rest frame. The negative cutoff

velocity is marked with a blue line.

advance up to a distance where their radial velocity becomes zero, and then start308

falling back towards the Sun, at every distance reaching the same absolute velocity309

as on the way up, only in the opposite direction. The velocity of electrons with the310

energy eφ:311

vφ(r) =

√
2eφ(r)

me
, (11)

thus represents a boundary in the sunward direction, the cutoff velocity below312

which no electrons are found. vφ is defined in the Sun’s rest frame.313

The electric potential difference obtained in the simulation is not the total electric314

potential supposed to be present in the solar wind, but the potential difference between315

a given radial distance and the top simulation boundary (∆φ(r) = φtop − φ(r)). To316

obtain the total electric potential, and not only the potential over the simulation317

length, we estimated the potential difference between the top boundary and infinity,318

or interstellar medium (φ∞−top). The ambipolar electric field is the strongest close319

to the Sun where the solar wind acceleration is the fastest, and decreases with radial320

distance with a power law between 1 and 2. Therefore φ(r) asymptotically approaches321

zero for large radial distances and φ∞−top is relatively small.322

Fist we estimated φ∞−top from the electron VDF in the last radial bin. We323

use the exospheric model prediction and look for the cutoff electron velocity in the324

sunward direction (see Fig. 4). Technically this cutoff velocity is determined by the325

electron VDF prescribed at the upper boundary (Te,top). Even though Te,top is an326

input parameter, it is dependant on the conditions set at the bottom boundary, and327

was found trough iteration towards a stationary solution conserving fluxes of both328

species. As Te,top is the same for runs HC, MC and LC, so is the cutoff velocity in the329

last radial bin: vφ,top = −7490 km/s. This velocity corresponds to electric potential330

φ∞−top = 159 V.331

The estimation of φ∞−top can also be found from the radial extrapolation of E332

measured in the simulation runs. To predict the behaviour of E for the distances above333

the top boundary, existing values were fitted with a power law function:334

fE(r) = a · rb, (12)
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Figure 5. The extrapolation of E above the top simulation boundary. E measured in the

simulation runs HC, MC and LC is shown with a pale full line, crosses denote the points used for

the fitting with Eq. 12, and the dashed lines the fitted curves. The obtained fitting parameters

are shown in the legend.

where a and b are the fitting parameters. The fit was preformed only to the335

points above the distance of 21 RS to avoid regions of strong solar wind acceleration.336

Acceleration contributes to the total value of E, and only above the acceleration region337

we expect for E to evolve as a power law with the radial distance. An upper radial338

distance limit was set to 44 RS , to avoid the effects of the simulation upper boundary.339

The results of the fitting procedure are shown in Fig. 5, where the fitted values are340

marked by crosses and the dashed line represents the obtained fit for each of the three341

simulation runs. The obtained fitting parameters (a and b) are marked in the legend.342

φtop,∞ is then obtained by integration of Eq. 12 on the interval between 49 RS and∞.343

The resulting φtop,∞ are very close to the one estimated from electron VDF, amounting344

to 159, 181, and 144 V, for simulation runs HC, MC, and LC, respectively.345

Even though φtop,∞ is not a direct output of the simulation, we are confident346

in the obtained values, as the two different estimation approaches give very similar347

results. For simplicity, the value φ∞−top = 159 V obtained from electron VDFs, is348

used in further analysis.349

The absolute value of ambipolar electric field obtained by the simulation is com-350

pared to the Dreicer electric field (ED) (Dreicer, 1959), a measure of electric field351

strength required for an electron with a kinetic energy of 3
2kBTe to gain the energy of352

kBTe in one mean-free-collision time. ED is defined as:353

ED =
kBTe,core
eλmfp

, (13)

where λmfp stands for the mean-free path, which is calculated as the ratio of elec-354

tron thermal velocity (ve,th) and electron - proton collision frequency (νe,p) measured355

in the simulation.356
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Figure 6. (a) Electric potential measured in the simulations and shifted for the estimated

potential above the top simulation boundary (φ∞−top), (b) Ambipolar electric field (E) (full line)

and Dreicer electric field (dashed line), (c) The ratio between ambipolar and Dreicer electric field,

(d) separation velocity (vD).

Following the works of Fuchs et al. (1986); Scudder (1996), the electron velocity357

space can be separated into two regions by a boundary velocity defined as:358

vD =

√
3kBTe
me

· 2ED
E

, (14)

where E is the total, ambipolar electric field. Electrons with velocity lower than359

vD defined in the ion rest frame, collide frequently enough for the electric force to360

be overdamped with Coulomb collisions, preserving a Maxwellian shaped VDF. Elec-361

trons with velocity higher than the defined boundary are underdamped by collisions362

and experience an acceleration by the electric force, becoming the so called, runaway363

electrons.364

4.2 Results365

The radial evolution of electric potential (φ) and electric field (E) is shown in Fig.366

6 (a, b). While both of these quantities remain very similar for the three simulations,367
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B

Figure 7. Two-dimensional representation of a gyrotropic electron VDF in the 28th radial bin

(35 RS) of the simulation run MC. The original electron VDF is shown on the left, a scaled VDF

in the middle, and a normalised VDF on the right. We use the core electron resting frame where

magnetic field is aligned with the y-axis. The electric potential velocity (vφ) and the Dreicer

velocity (vD) are marked with blue and black lines.

a strong variation is seen for the Dreicer electric filed (ED), a parameter comparing368

electric field with the collisionality of the system. Accordingly, the ratio E/ED reaches369

the highest values for the least collisional case (∼ 20 in run LC), and stays on the order370

of 1 for the most collisional case (run HC, Fig. 6 (c)). Fig. 6 (d) shows the velocity371

vD defined in the previous section, separating the over- and underdamped regions of372

the VDF.373

We compare the calculated separation velocities vφ and vD with the measured374

electron VDFs. A new representation method introduced by Behar et al. (2020) is375

used to highlight higher order VDF features and their departures from isotropy. Left376

plot in Fig. 7 displays an original gyrotropic VDF from the simulation run MC. A377

2-dimensional linear interpolation between the sampled points was used, resulting in378

a smoother and more continuous plot. Logarithmic colour scale allows a recognition379

of the typical electron VDF features: a dense and isotropic core component and a380

beam-like strahl at positive velocity values. The middle plot shows the same VDF in381

the scaled representation, where each energy bin – each circular belt in the (v‖, v⊥)382

parameter space – is scaled to the values between 0 and 1. With this representation383

we lose the information about the absolute value of f and its strong gradient along384

the energy dimension, but we expose the smaller anisotropic features at all energies.385

In cases where two features arise in the same energy bin, the scaled VDFs can be386

misleading, only highlighting the bigger feature. The right plot shows the normalised387

representation, where the values are normalised to the perpendicular cut through elec-388

tron VDF (f⊥ = f(v‖ = 0)). Regions of VDF where the density flux is lower than389
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Figure 8. Parallel and perpendicular cuts through an electron VDF at the distance of 17 RS

(a) for the simulation run MC, and at 35 RS (right) for the simulation runs HC (c), MC (b), and

LC (d). The cuts are plotted in core electron resting frame. vφ and vD are indicated with blue

and black lines.
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along the perpendicular direction appear in blue and regions with higher density in390

red. With this representation the small VDF features are less pronounced than in the391

scaled VDF, however a relation with the original VDF is preserved through a norm,392

in this case chosen to be f⊥. VDFs are shown in electron core resting frame, as this is393

the frame in which isotropy is expected.394

The scaled distribution reveals two features aligned with magnetic field: the395

strahl present at positive velocities, and another overdensity at small negative ve-396

locities. The second feature is very small and does not appear in the normalised397

representation. It results from a slight mismatch between the anti-sunward portion398

of electron VDF leaving the simulation at the top boundary and the sunward portion399

defined with input parameters.400

vD and vφ are overplotted as half circles with dashed black, and full blue line,401

respectively. Positive signed vD corresponds to the velocity where first strahl electrons402

are found (see the scaled representation), while negative signed vφ coincides with the403

cutoff, clearly seen in blue in the normalised representation. Since electron core is close404

to isotropic and drifting with a relatively low speed, positive signed vφ also corresponds405

to the upper velocity limit of the core population. The same conclusions follow from406

the electron VDF slices at two different radial distances shown in Fig. 8 (a, b).407

We are interested in the behaviour of electron VDF parallel to the magnetic field,408

thus we average the values within a pitch-angle 10o to create parallel cuts through409

the VDF in original, scaled and normalised representation. These values are then410

plotted with respect to the radial distance in Fig. 9, for the simulation run MC. This411

plotting technique allows us to observe the radial evolution of the core and the strahl412

component. Over all radial distances positive vD follows the transition between the413

core and the strahl component (see scaled representation), while negative vφ follows the414

exospheric cutoff (see normalised representation). The same type figures for simulation415

runs HC and LC are added in Appendix A.416

We compare the cuts through electron VDF at the same radial distance, in three417

different simulations in Fig. 8 (b, c, d). The first notable difference is the break-point418

velocity between the core and the strahl electrons. In the more collisional run HC the419

collisions are able to maintain a Maxwellian VDF up to higher velocity compared to420

the less collisional runs MC and LC. While vφ is almost the same for all the runs, vD421

reflecting the collisionality of the system varies between the runs.422

Both, positive and negative signed velocities vφ and vD, are marked on all plots423

because they are expected to describe the VDF in both senses. In the antisunward di-424

rection vφ > vD means that the electrons with energies smaller than the local potential425

energy, which will eventually be slowed down and start falling back towards the Sun,426

already exhibit non-Maxwellian features. Whether this results in a non-Maxwellian427

sunward directed portion of electron VDF can not be determined with the results428

obtained from our model. The sunward portion of the VDF is defined at the top429

boundary and is assumed to be Maxwellian.430

5 Pitch-angle width (PAW) & strahl parallel temperature (Ts,‖)431

5.1 Method432

We define the strahl as the residual anti-sunward component of the electron433

velocity distribution function and we characterise it with two parameters, the pitch-434

angle width (PAW) and the strahl parallel temperature (T‖), in the same way as in435

the observational studies by Berčič et al. (2019); Berčič et al. (2020). PAW width is436

obtained as a full width half maximum (FWHM) of the pitch-angle distributions in an437
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Figure 9. Parallel cuts through electron VDF plotted with respect to the radial distance in

original (top), scaled (middle), and normalised (bottom) representation for the simulation run

MC. vφ and vD are marked with blue and black lines. A black vertical line denotes the radial

distance of the VDFs shown in Figs. 7 and 8 (right).
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Figure 10. An example of the Maxwellian fit to the parallel strahl VDF (f‖) to obtain Ts,‖,

shown for simulation run MC at radial distances 17 RS (left), and 35 RS (right). The data points

not included in the fit are marked with yellow and the data points included in the fit with black.

The black dashed line shows the fit with the resulting Ts,‖ marked in the legend, and the blue

line denotes the assumed separation velocity between the core and the strahl component.

energy bin:438

fi(α) = fmax,i · exp
(
− α2

2σ2
i

)
, PAWi = 2

√
2 ln 2 · σi, (15)

where α is the pitch angle and index i denotes different energy bins. We arbitrarily439

define 20 logarithmically spaced energy bins between energies 79 and 3162 eV. Loga-440

rithmic spacing was used to provide a better comparison between the simulation and441

observational data, as electrostatic analysers normally sample electron energies in this442

way.443

Ts,‖ is obtained by fitting a 1-dimensional Maxwellian to the VDF integrated444

along the perpendicular direction (f‖ =
∫
f(v‖, v⊥)dv⊥) in the logarithmic space:445

ln f‖(v‖) = − me

2kB · Ts‖
· v2‖ + ln

(
ns

√
me

2πkB · Ts‖
)
. (16)

The fit is preformed only to the antisunward portion of electron velocity space446

dominated by the strahl electron population (see Fig. 10). We found that vφ in the447

sunward and anti-sunward direction describes well the properties of the electron core.448

Therefore we use it as the separation velocity between the core dominated and strahl449

dominated portions of electron VDF. An upper energy limit for the energies included450

in the Ts,‖ fit was arbitrarily set to 1274 eV to avoid inclusion of the noise.451

5.2 Results452

The comparison of PAWs at the radial distance of 35 RS for the three simulation453

runs shown in Fig. 11 reveals that Coulomb collisions only affect the lower energy strahl454

electrons. The first plotted PAW value denotes the energy at which the PAW of the455

electron VDF drops below 180o, marking the boundary between the core and the strahl456

electrons. The strahl break point energies are different for the three runs, as already457

observed from VDF slices (Fig. 8). The PAWs also exhibit different shapes with458

respect to the electron energy: the transition between broad strahl at lower electron459

energies, and narrow strahl at high energies is smoother for the more collisional case460
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Figure 11. Strahl PAWs shown for electron VDFs at the radial distance of 35 RS for the sim-

ulation runs HC, MC and LC. The coloured dashed lines show PAWs obtained from collisionless

single-exobase focusing model for different choices of the exobase (r0). Averaged PAW observed

during the first two encounters of PSP in the low electron beta solar wind is shown with a black

dashed line and a grey belt denoting the measurement error. The observational data was taken

from Berčič et al. (2020).

HC, and more abrupt for the less collisional cases MC, and LC. Above ∼ 250 eV three461

PAW curves reach the same value, showing that collisionality of the system does not462

affect the high energy electrons.463

Results of the collisionless single-exobase focusing model (see Eq. 6 in Berčič et464

al. (2019)) are also shown in Fig. 11 for two different sets of input parameters. The465

red dashed line shows the PAW obtained at 35 RS if the exobase (r0) is set to 3 RS466

and the potential difference ∆φ = 700V (like in BiCoP runs). As it results on still467

much narrower strahl, we increased the exobase and decreased the potential difference468

accordingly. The result of a simple model that matches well PAWs obtained from all469

three simulation runs above ∼ 250 eV, and the least collisional run LC down to the470

energy ∼ 130 eV, was found for r0 = 10RS , and ∆φ = 400V .471

The black dashed line shows PAW values measured in the low electron beta solar472

wind (< 0.7) during the second encounter of PSP, shown in Berčič et al. (2020) - Fig.473

5 (b). The observed strahls appear 10 - 20o wider for the high electron energy part,474

but show a smooth transition between broad and narrow strahl, similar to the one475

found in the simulation run HC. The strahl break point found from PSP data appears476

at lower energy compared to the run HC, but correlates well to the break point found477

for run MC.478

An increase of Ts,‖ with radial distance was found in all three simulation runs.479

Fig. 12 shows electron VDFs integrated along the perpendicular direction (f‖) at480

different radial distances normalised with a integrated Maxwellian VDF defined at the481
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Figure 12. Electron VDFs, integrated along the ⊥ direction (f‖), for different radial bins,

normalised with a Maxwellian VDF with the temperature Te,bot. X-axis represents velocity (v)

multiplied with its absolute value in the units of square of thermal velocity of the electron VDF

at the bottom boundary (w2
0). Radial distance is presented in colour spanning from blue closer to

the Sun to red at the top boundary. Presented data is from the run MC, the same figures from

runs HC and LC can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 13. Evolution of T‖ over radial distance for the simulation runs HC, MC, and LC. The

dashed black line shows the temperature of the Maxwellian set at the bottom boundary.
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bottom boundary (f0,Maxw):482

l =

∫
fi(v‖, v⊥)dv⊥∫

f0,Maxw(v‖, v⊥)dv⊥
, (17)

where index i is the number of the radial bin. This technique was used to483

verify the exospheric prediction, which says that f‖ should, in absence of collisions484

and wave-particle interactions, remain unchanged in the exosphere, and carry the485

information about the shape of the VDF at the exobase to farther radial distances.486

If Ts,‖ remains unchanged from the bottom boundary the presented normalisation487

results in a horizontal line, as found for the VDF in the first radial bin (blue colour).488

Decreasing curves denote temperatures smaller than Te,bot, which can be seen for489

farther radial distances (red colour) at low electron energies and represent the electron490

core population. Increasing curves appearing at strahl electron energies indicate that491

the Ts,‖ slightly increases with radial distances. Fig. 12 includes values from the run492

MC, while plots for runs HC and LC are added in Appendix B.493

The same result was obtained by fitting f‖ with a 1D Maxwellian to obtain Ts,‖494

(see Fig. 13). The increase in Ts,‖ is the largest for the most collisional run A, at495

radial distance of 35 RS by 15% exceeding the initial Te,bot. The smallest increase was496

found in run C, amounting to 3%.497

6 Discussion498

6.1 Modelled and observed solar wind499

The used kinetic solar wind model does not capture all the physics of the solar500

wind. Most importantly it does not account for electro-magnetic (EM) wave activity, or501

the Parker spiral, non-radial, magnetic field. It assumes spherically geometric radial502

expansion to reconstruct a 3-dimensions in space from its 1-dimensional simulation503

domain. However, it allows us to focus on electron kinetic physics on the global solar504

wind scales. Using this model we are able to quantify the contribution of the kinetic505

electron behaviour, under the influence of gravity and Coulomb collisions, in the solar506

wind dynamics. As the resulting electron VDFs are not far from the observed ones,507

we can speculate that the recognised differences between the modelled and observed508

VDF are the result of the physical mechanisms not included in our simulation, like509

EM waves or non-radial magnetic field.510

The simulation run A presents the solar wind arising solely from the hot Maxwellian511

solar corona with a temperature of 2 MK (172 eV). This temperature is higher than512

value 0.79 MK reported above the surface for the coronal holes (David et al., 1998;513

Cranmer, 2002), but an upper limit temperature related to the edges of coronal holes514

in the recent study by Berčič et al. (2020) inferring the temperature of the coronal515

electrons from the strahl electrons measured by PSP. The estimated density at 1 RS516

in the simulation is about one order of magnitude lower than that reported for the517

coronal holes, measured by multi-frequency radio imaging (Mercier & Chambe, 2015).518

Due to their small mass, the contribution of electrons to the total mass flux of the519

solar wind is very small, however, the high velocities they reach, and their subsonic520

behaviour have an important role in the solar wind acceleration. In comparison to521

the heavier protons, electrons evaporate from the Sun faster, which requires an ex-522

istence of large-scale electric field ensuring the plasma quasi-neutrality (Lemaire &523

Scherer, 1971). This electric field is referred to as the ambipolar electric field (E), and524

is self-consistently obtained in the simulation. It is responsible for acceleration of the525

solar wind protons to the supersonic velocity at 4 RS , and to the terminal velocity526

of 206 km/s. Even though the modelled corona is somewhat hotter than measured,527

the obtained terminal velocity is still about a third smaller than frequently observed528
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velocities of ∼ 300 km/s during the first two encounters of the PSP (Kasper et al.,529

2019). We conclude that the ambipolar electric field is an important driver of the530

solar wind acceleration, but can alone not produce the terminal velocities observed531

in the solar wind. A significant contribution could be due to the heat and momen-532

tum transfer from electro-magnetic wave activity and turbulence (Tu & Marsch, 1997,533

2001). At the same time, the shape of the coronal particle VDFs has an important534

effect on the solar wind acceleration. For example, fast solar wind can be produced by535

the exospheric solar wind models assuming a Kappa electron VDF in the solar corona536

(Maksimovic et al., 1997; Lamy et al., 2003) even including the effect of binary particle537

collisions Zouganelis et al. (2005). Moreover, several evidence seem to indicate that the538

coronal plasma is not in a thermal equilibrium. Strong temperature anisotropies were539

observed in the VDFs of coronal ions (e.g. Kohl et al., 1998). Different temperatures540

and thermal anisotropies in the proton distribution function can have a strong effect541

on the velocity of the resulting solar wind. However, the study how the solar wind542

terminal velocity depends on the bottom boundary parameters is out of the scope of543

the current work.544

Our obtained electron VDF are very similar to the ones measured during the first545

two encounters of PSP (Halekas et al., 2019). The observed core electron temperatures,546

between 30 and 40 eV, are slightly lower than the modelled ones at 35 RS . The density547

estimated for the simulation run MC corresponds well to an average density observed548

(∼ 300cm−3), while the densities in runs HC and LC reach the high and low extremes,549

respectively (see Tab. 2). However, as shown in Sec. 3.1.1, the determination of550

physical unit density from the model is not simple and some errors can be expected.551

We assume an accuracy up to an order of magnitude on the obtained absolute value,552

and pay more attention to the relative values between the simulation runs. The biggest553

difference between the modelled and observed VDFs is that halo electron component is554

not present in the modelled one. This leads us to believe that the halo is an outcome555

of phenomena not included in the kinetic model and we can rule out the Coulomb556

collisions, and ambipolar electric field as possible halo generation mechanisms.557

6.2 Ambipolar electric field558

The electric field in the solar wind is responsible for the energy transfer from559

electrons to protons, modifying the the fluid properties of the solar wind, like velocity560

and temperature, as well as the kinetic properties of electron VDF. Its cumulative561

effects explain the two-component form of electron VDF in the exospheric models562

(Jockers, 1970; Lemaire & Scherer, 1971). The total electric potential exerted on them563

by protons (through E) creates a potential well, at each radial distance separating564

electron VDF in two regimes. Electrons with anti-sunward velocities high enough to565

climb out of the potential well can escape and form the strahl. Electrons with anti-566

sunward velocities lower than that are ballistic. After they use all their energy they567

start falling back, forming the sunward directed part of electron VDF, symmetrical568

about v = 0 in Sun’s resting frame. The ballistic population represents the electron569

core. In exospheric models the separation velocity (vφ, Eq. 11) defines two boundaries570

in electron VDF. In the anti-sunward direction it separates the core and the strahl571

population, and in the sunward direction it defines the largest possible electron speed,572

referred to as the electron cutoff.573

The behaviour of a fully ionised gas under the influence of an electric field of574

arbitrary magnitude was studied by (Dreicer, 1959, 1960). He defined a parameter575

relating electric field strength to the collisionality, which is after him referred to as the576

Dreicer electric field (ED, Eq. 13). In a homogeneous plasma, an electric field of 0.43577

ED, causes electrons to drift with respect to the ions, with a velocity equal to their578

thermal velocity. For E > ED, electrons efficiently gain energy in a process called579

runaway. This scenario, characterised by large electric currents, was observed in the580
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fusion laboratory experiments. Scudder (1996) generalised the Dreicer’s work to make581

it applicable to the solar wind, where zero current condition appears to be fulfilled582

despite the presence of ambipolar electric field (E) of the order of ED. Analytically583

calculated E at the solar wind critical point was shown to be between 0.6 and 2 ED.584

Following the work of Fuchs et al. (1986), he defines a boundary velocity (vD, Eq.585

14), separating the electron velocity space into a region where E is overdamped by586

collisions, and a region where E is underdamped.587

In the series of articles by Scudder (2019a, 2019b, 2019c), the author develops588

a Steady Electron Runaway Model (SERM) of the solar wind, based on the presence589

of E. In this model, all the suprathermal electrons, moving towards or away from590

the Sun, are a consequence of the runaway mechanism. The expected electron VDF591

is shown in Scudder (2019b) - Fig. 4, where the boundary between the core and the592

suprathermal electrons in both parallel directions is vD.593

Two different solar wind models, provide two separation velocities. vφ predicted594

by the exospheric models describes the effects of the electric potential, thus the cumu-595

lative effects of E. vD from SERM model is a result of the local effects of E. vφ in our596

simulations corresponds the cutoff velocity over all the simulation domain, while the597

strahl break point is well described by vD. This is clearly visible in the least collisional598

run LC, where vD is much lower than vφ (see Fig. 8 (d)). In the anti-sunward direction599

vφ still describes the properties of the core population, it marks the velocity at which600

the core electron flux strongly decreases.601

We note that the sunward directed portion of the electron VDF had to be de-602

fined at the top boundary and was assumed to be Maxwellian. Any non-Maxwellian603

features injected at the top boundary are in the model propagated towards the Sun,604

accordingly with the separation velocity vD. An example of a simulation run with605

a non-Maxwellian top boundary condition is shown in Appendix C. The feature is606

damped by collisions for velocities below vD, and persists for velocities above this607

speed.608

In the solar wind non-Maxwellian features could be produced locally through609

field-particle interactions, and be propagated towards the Sun. Another mechanism610

producing a bump in the sunward direction could be the focusing of the strahl in611

cases where vφ > vD. When this condition is fulfilled, part of the strahl electrons has612

energy bellow the electric potential energy required to escape the Sun. This means613

that these electrons reach their maximal radial distance and then start falling back614

towards Sun. As the anti-sunward portion of the VDF below vφ is non-Maxwellian,615

this could translate into a non-Maxwellian sunward potion as well.616

6.3 Strahl electron focusing617

High energy, anti-sunward moving strahl electrons are able to escape the colli-618

sional core and focus around the radial magnetic field. In a collisionless approximation,619

a simple model conserving magnetic moment and electron energy (Berčič et al. (2019)620

- Eq. 6), describes the evolution of electron VDF from the exobase, where the focusing621

begins, to the measuring point. Additional required input parameter is the potential622

difference between these two points in space (∆φ).623

The focusing taking place in the simulation accounts for two additional physical624

effects, compared to the simple collisionless model described above. The first difference625

is that the exobase is not limited to a single radial distance, and accounts for so called626

multi-exobase phenomena. In the simulations the strahl starts to form gradually, from627

the highest energy electrons, which are first able to avoid Coulomb collisions and628

focus, to the lower energy electrons following the decrease of vD with radial distance.629

Therefore, strahl electrons with different energies have different exobase locations.630
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However, vD gradient is the highest close to the Sun, therefore the exobases of the631

majority of strahl electrons lie within a relatively small radial distance. From Figs.632

9, A1, and A2 we conclude that majority of the strahl is formed within ∼ 20 RS .633

A second phenomena included in the kinetic model are the Coulomb collisions which634

can, despite the Coulomb cross-section decrease with v4, have some effect on the strahl635

electrons.636

The results in Fig. 11, show that the high energy strahl electrons are not affected637

by Coulomb collisions, as the same PAW values are found for the simulation runs HC,638

MC, and LC. For the low energy strahl electrons the effect of collisionality is reflected639

in the shape of the decreasing PAW with electron energy. In a collisionless model and640

in the least collisional simulation run LC, the transition between low strahl PAWs and641

core PAWs reaching over 180o (only PAW below 180o are shown in Fig. 11) is abrupt.642

While the collisions in run HC make this transition gradual and smooth, comparing643

better with the PAWs observed by PSP.644

PAWs obtained from a single-exobase collisionless model with the exobase of 3 RS645

do not compare well with PAWs measured for the collisionless, high-energy electrons646

in all three simulation runs, as well starting from 3 RS . This difference is accounted647

to the multi-exobase phenomena. Furthermore, we found that exobase in the simple648

model needs to be shifted to 10 RS , to correspond to the collisionless part of the strahl649

obtained by simulations BiCoP.650

PAWs measured during the first two encounters of PSP, shown by Berčič et651

al. (2020) for the low electron beta solar wind, still appear from 10 to 20o wider652

than PAWs obtained in the most collisional simulation run HC. Since the gradual653

transition between core and strahl electrons is very similar to our simulation result we654

conclude that the difference is not a consequence of Coulomb collisions. We suggest655

that broader strahls observed by PSP are a result of the non-radial magnetic field656

topology not captured by our kinetic model, or a consequence of the measurement657

technique, integrating electron VDF over time periods with varying magnetic field658

angle. In fact, in-situ measured PAWs for energies above 300 eV were found to be659

between 10 and 15o larger for the instances during which the standard deviation of B660

was above 10 nT, than when it was below that value (Berčič et al., 2020).661

The wider strahls observed could also result from scattering by EM fluctuations,662

however, due to the monotonic decreasing relation between strahl PAW and energy,663

some of scattering mechanisms can be ruled out. Scattering through a resonance with664

a whistler wave, for example, is expected to produce a peak in PAW at the resonant665

electron energy (Behar et al., 2020). And an electron VDF relaxation mechanism666

giving energy to a whistler wave would first scatter the higher energy strahl electrons,667

which would result in an increasing trend between PAW and energy (Verscharen et al.,668

2019).669

The simple, single-exobase focusing model does not affect the parallel profile of670

the electron distribution function, therefore preserving its shape from the solar corona671

to the measuring point (Feldman et al., 1975). This argument was used by Berčič672

et al. (2020), who use the strahl parallel temperature (Ts,‖, Eq. 16) measured by673

the PSP, to make a zero order estimation of the electron temperature in the solar674

corona. Surprisingly, Ts,‖ was found to increase with radial distance in our simulation675

runs. The smallest increase was found for the least collisional run LC amounting to676

only 3 %, while the Ts,‖ in the most collisional run HC increased for 15 %. Due to677

the correlation between the percentage of increase in Ts,‖ and the collisionality of the678

system, we believe the effective heating of the strahl electrons is caused by Coulomb679

collisions.680
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Ts∥2 > Ts∥1

collisions

Ts∥1

ln(f∥)(a) (b)

v2

Figure 14. An illustration of how Coulomb collisions can increase Ts,‖. (a) Collisionless case,

(b) collisions decrease the temperature of only lowest energy strahl electrons, which results in the

increase of the total effective Ts,‖.

With a schematics in Fig. 14, we propose a physical mechanism which could681

result in an increase of Ts,‖ with radial distance. The parallel cut through electron682

VDF is illustrated with straight lines in the logarithmic parameter space, representing683

Maxwellians with different temperatures. Fig. 14 (a) shows the core and the strahl for684

a collisionless case, where a yellow dashed line represents the fit giving Ts,‖. The same685

VDF cut is shown in Fig. 14 (b) for a collisional case, where the lowest strahl energies686

are affected by Coulomb collisions. In the region marked with blue, the strahl electrons687

are cooled down by collisions, however, when fitting to the whole strahl energy range688

(green dashed line), the obtained temperature is higher than the one obtained for the689

collisionless case (a). In the simulation this mechanism, exaggerated in the schematics,690

is continuous, reshaping the the parallel cut through the strahl VDF over the radial691

distance. The strahl parallel profiles obtained by the kinetic model are well represented692

by a Maxwellian, however, it is not obvious why a mechanism described above would693

preserve a Maxwellian shape.694

Comparing the simulation results with the observations shown by Berčič et al.695

(2020), we believe that most of the solar wind observed during the first two encounters696

of PSP best corresponds to the simulation runs HC or MC. Therefore the presented697

Ts,‖ (Berčič et al. (2020) - Figs. 6 and 7) probably overestimates the temperature of698

coronal electrons. In the simulation runs HC and MC at the distance of ∼ 35 RS ,699

Ts,‖ is overestimated by 15 % and 8 %, respectively. Applying this correction to the700

observed Ts,‖ with a mean value of 96 eV, we obtain the mean temperature of coronal701

electrons between 83 an 89 eV.702

7 Conclusions703

We presented results of a kinetic model of the solar wind accounting for binary704

Coulomb collisions (BiCoP), simulating the solar wind acceleration region (1 - 45 RS).705

The model does not include EM waves and non-radial magnetic fields. Nevertheless706

it can produce a solar wind, accelerated only through the ambipolar electric field (E),707

rising from the difference in the pressure gradients between electrons and protons.708

High coronal temperatures were assumed, leading to the terminal solar wind velocities709

approximately a third smaller than the ones reported by PSP. We conclude that, while710

E is responsible for a big part of solar wind terminal velocity, it is not the only solar711

wind acceleration mechanism.712
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The self-consistently obtained E in our model was found to be on the order713

of the Dreicer electric field (ED). We analysed the effects it has on electron VDF.714

The cumulative effects of E were predicted by exospheric solar wind models, and715

the separation velocity vφ correlates well with the electron sunward cutoff velocity.716

Similarly, vφ describes an upper velocity limit for the core population in the anti-717

sunward direction. The local effects of E on the VDF were described by the Steady718

Electron Runaway Model (SERM) (Scudder, 2019b) predicting a separation of electron719

velocity space into two regions separated by vD: an overdamped region, where collisions720

are frequent enough to overdamp the electric force and preserve a Maxwellian VDF,721

and an underdamped region, where electrons can be accelerated by E and departures722

from a Maxwellian VDF can be found. In our obtained VDFs vD represents well the723

strahl break point velocity.724

Strahl focusing in the kinetic model is compared to the simple, single-exobase725

collisionless focusing model. We find that at the distance of 34 RS , energies above726

250 eV are not affected by Coulomb collisions. Pitch-angle widths are observed to727

be larger than the ones obtained from a simple focusing model, and this difference728

is accounted to the multi-exobase phenomena. For energies below 250 eV Coulomb729

collisions are able to scatter the strahl electrons and change the dependence of PAW730

on electron energy.731

In the collisionless approximation the strahl parallel temperature (Ts,‖) is inde-732

pendent of radial distance. However, Ts,‖ in our simulation runs was found to be larger733

than the temperature set at the bottom boundary, and the increase to be correlated734

to the collisionality of the system. We presented a raw idea of how scattering of the735

low energy strahl electrons by Coulomb collisions in the solar wind acceleration region736

could affect Ts,‖.737

Appendix A Radial evolution of the parallel cuts through electron VDF738

for simulation runs HC and LC739

Appendix B f‖ normalised to the Maxwellian at the bottom bound-740

ary for simulation runs HC and LC741

Appendix C Simulation run with a non-Maxwellian top boundary con-742

dition743

With slices through electron VDFs at different radial distances we demonstrate744

the propagation of the non-Maxwellian feature produced in the sunward portion of745

the electron VDF at the top boundary. The parameters used for the presented run746

are gathered in Table C1. In this simulation run, vD (black dashed line in Fig. C1)747

separates the over-, and underdamped parts of the VDF in both directions. In the748

antisunward direction it marks the beginning of the strahl component, as already749

shown for runs HC, MC, and LC. In the sunward direction vD follows the beginning750

of the feature propagating towards the Sun, separating electron VDF into Maxwellian751

and non-Maxwellian parts.752
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Table C1. Presented simulation runs and their crucial input parameters.

Parameters Unit non-Maxw.

N 22500
vC vth,0 0.3

Te,p,bot 106 K 1
Te,top 106 K 0.4

g0 0.0177
r RS 4 - 49

vbot km/s 77
vtop km/s 171
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Figure A1. Parallel cuts through electron VDF plotted with respect to the radial distance

in original (top), scaled (middle), and normalised (bottom) representation for the simulation run

HC. vφ and vD are marked with blue and black lines. A black vertical line denotes the radial

distance of the VDFs shown in Fig. 8 (c).
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Figure A2. Parallel cuts through electron VDF plotted with respect to the radial distance

in original (top), scaled (middle), and normalised (bottom) representation for the simulation run

LC. vφ and vD are marked with blue and black lines. A black vertical line denotes the radial

distance of the VDFs shown in Fig. 8 (d).
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Figure B1. Electron VDFs, integrated along the ⊥ direction (f‖), for different radial bins,

normalised with a Maxwellian VDF with the temperature Te,bot. X-axis represents velocity (v)

multiplied with its absolute value in the units of square of thermal velocity of the electron VDF

at the bottom boundary (w2
0). Radial distance is presented in colour spanning from blue closer to

the Sun to red at the top boundary. Presented data is from the run HC (left) and run LC (right).
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Figure C1. Parallel and perpendicular cuts through electron VDF, at different radial dis-

tances (marked in the title of each plot) for the simulation run with a non-Maxwellian top

boundary condition. The electric potential velocity (vφ) and the Dreicer velocity (vD) are marked

with blue and black lines.
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